MISSION: To educating, training and equipping the world for great commission, reminding people of their equal natural rights in sharing the world, supporting them to reveal their potential and achieve their life goals.

Vision: Educate, train and transform people’s lives by the power of joint efforts.

SLOGAN: Educating a generation to win a generation by; GIVING A HAND

OUR PHILOSOPHY: Impacting behavioral change by addressing knowledge, skills and attitude gap.
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Graben orphanage foundation Africa – GOFA is a not for profit community based organization that runs a community orphanage founded school called Graben Junior Academy – Shima Campus. The school is aiming at supporting community vulnerable children acquire free education services with 60% of beneficiaries are females.

The school follows the Uganda national curriculum for primary schools and is regulated by the ministry of education and sports. This implies that we do not focus on classroom academics only but even co-curricular activities which we call CAP buckets and they include; creativity, talent building, sustainable and power of the tongue among others.

At Shima Campus we have come to an end of the first term on 26th/June of the academic year 2019 with 170 pupils with both infantory (nursery) level and the seven classes that make up a primary school. This year we registered five candidates waiting to sit for their final primary education. The first pioneers they’re in senior two, the second batch in senior one and we hope more are to join and complete secondary level and beyond.

The board is still compact and working together as a team, very focused, committed and result oriented. The team is made up of 16 members among those 12 belongs to teaching wing and the 4 are none-teaching staff members all are reliable and flexible.

New development strategies;

1. Face to face section (FFS) was introduced to increase in the relationship building and interaction at Shima campus. This new strategies is aims at bringing together all the stake holders; patron, board members, teachers, pupils, old students, community, leaders and volunteers to share stories from the heart with the rest. We thought that this is going to increase on the ownership and positive attitude stake holders should have towards the school and the organization at large. This is going to be a table for one against many and we hope our patron to be the first to open up this system.
2. **Introduction of the new follow up strategy we named** GOSA **which is Graben Old Student Association** which is an alumni aims at creating bondage between old students and ongoing students, patron, board, teachers, community and others. This will help us to continue tracking and follow up on these beneficiaries hence improving in our impact assessments system.

**School term one financial resource distribution assessment:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term one Financial resource distribution assessment $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Challenges:**

- School meals is challenging because every time the number of beneficiaries increase.
- Staff salary is also needed to increase on the enthusiasm of the members.
- Pupil’s sponsorship is also needed because we have experienced a number of cases for instance when the children completes primary level, they don’t have a chance to join secondary.
➢ There's a need to construct standard classroom blocks and pupil’s hostels.

➢ School latrine for staff, pupils’ girls and boys

➢ School kitchen and utensils

➢ Expansion of Shima Campus

**Way forward;**

We believe that by joint efforts and keeping doing the good things, we shall overcome all the above challenges. So, together let's increase on our network (friend-raising) by making your personal friends be friends of Shima Campus and GOFA at large.

Conclusively, though we do not have enough financial operating resources, the members are still intact and solid, ready to beautify the image of Shima Campus to remain the only place of transformation of people’s lives.

**Pictorials of staff members during Brainstorming technique;**